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As this year’s graduating class marches
across the stage in May, 88 NHS members
will sport gold ropes draped across their
robes and wear graduation caps adorned
with golden tastles. Some of the graduating
class may wonder what those students had
to do to earn their accessories. Realistically,
though, the answer is simple. Nothing.
In an e-mailed Omega survey on academic dishonesty, 446 students responded;
85 reported they were members of National

Honors Society (NHS). A total of 81% of the
students admitted to cheating.
Academic dishonesty is not the only form
of cheating in NHS. According to NHS faculty
sponsor Lois Graham, in the past two years,
there have been two to three students dismissed each year for consuming alcohol.
Students are reminded at almost every NHS
meeting not to drink alcohol or be associated with it.
NHS members notice that there are other
students that drink that are affiliated with
NHS.
“I know of people that drink in NHS, but I
wouldn’t think of it as a problem compared
to other activities at this school,” said senior
Kacey Jones.*
The NHS faculty advisers recognize the
problems the society faces with drinking and academic dishonesty. “They know
they’re supposed to help and lead by example. If students see others breaking the
rules, they can’t allow it. It’s their organization, in the end, not mine,” said NHS faculty
adviser Lois Graham.
However, the expectation of turning others in does not appeal to the students in-

Sophomores express interest in NHS
Ω “Well it does look good for colleges,
but it also seems like it would be a good
experience, especially with the community service aspect included.”
~Emma McDonnell

Ω

“It’s kind of ironic how a society that
prides itself on integrity has a population where the majority cheats, but I
think it reflects more on our education
system and how the NHS is flawed.”
~Daria Wick

Ω

“It looks great on college applications
along with the fact that it provides the
chance of scholarships for colleges.”
~Ben Tobias

Ω

“I see it as a good opportunity to
grow by being able to participate in community outreach. Also I think so because
tutoring sounds like a good way to help
out.”
~ Olivia VanderLeest

volved.
“At the beginning of the year they [the
society’s sponsors] talked about people
drinking and that they [the sponsors] heard
that people are [drinking] and they wanted
people to turn others in, but no one is going
to turn anyone in because the policy doesn’t
work for athletes , let alone NHS,” said member of NHS and senior Sally Smith.*
Each year, the members and candidates
of NHS agree to tutor student(s), maintain
at least a 3.5 GPA, earn points by doing service activities, refuse to cheat on schoolwork, and remove themselves from any
gathering where drugs or alcohol are present. Failure to do so may cause the students
to be removed from the society, if they are a
member, or declined membership if they are
a candidate.
“We try to be very vigilant with recognizing the dishonesty in our students, but
it doesn’t always get reported. Teachers try
to handle what we call ‘serial cheaters’ each
individually, which in the end, doesn’t stop
the cheaters. I try to encourage academic
integrity; it’s an expectation,” said Graham.
*Due to the sensitivity of this article names have been witheld
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admitted to cheating.

Top two percent announced

Sushi House opening

Boston Marathon Bombed

District 99 announced the top two percent of the class
of 2013 after seven semesters of high school.
Together, the district publicized the achievements of 27
students, ten from DGN and 17 from Downers Grove South.
The students in the top two percent from DGN are: Alex
Buckley, Mary Bedalov, Emma Burkhardt, Tristan Burnham, Connor Fear, Mantas Naris, Alana Osterling, Rebecca
Ridderhoff, Maggie Smith, and Lydia Zimmerman.

Sushi House, a local restaurant chain is
planning to open their seventh restaurant
in Downtown Downers Grove in the former
location of Two Toots Grill.
The original restaurant is located in
Westmont and the owner plans to open the
Downers Grove restaurant in late May or
early June, and is planned to open at 950
Warren Ave.

Terror strikes the lives of many as two bombs explode
near the finish line of the Boston marathon on April 15 at
2:50 pm EST. Two other seemingly related bombs were
found in secondary locations. The bombs were not made
from high-tech materials or advanced explosives, but the
effects were multiple casualties. At least 141 people were
injured and three are dead. The attack is being classified
as a terrorist attack but it is not decided if was domestic
or foreign.
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Stress crushes students

Omega investigates stress for McCormick initiative
Alex Duta | Staff Writer
Adut1725@csd99.org

Journalism students from ten Chicago
land schools joined together as part of the
Midwest Journalism Education Initiative, a
long-term study conducted by the McCormick Foundation with the objective of assessing and improving news literacy in the
Chicagoland area. Students met together
earlier in the year to decide on a topic for
the ten schools to collectively study.
“The topic we decided [to conduct research] on is called ‘Great Expectations,’
where we will investigate many societal
expectations and how they affect students

academically and socially,” said senior and
journalism broadcast student Jordan Gustafson.
The McCormick Foundation, partly
funded by a trust fund that Robert R. McCormick, longtime editor and publisher of
The Chicago Tribune, left behind after his
death, plans to award grants to high school
journalism organizations for media literacy that are worth over $6 million.
Each school was able to choose how to
cover the topic of Great Expectations separately. The Omega has chosen to cover
the topic by focusing on the pressure for
teenagers to succeed in school.
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Students abuse prescription drugs

F

rom
elementary
school
to
sophomore year health class,
society pounds the same message
into students’ heads. Do not smoke weed.
Heroine messes up your life. Cocaine is
dangerous. While these illegal drugs are a
problem, prescription drugs are becoming
more of a problem in the school community.
In particular, people who are not diagnosed
with attention deficit disorder, ADD or
attention deficit hyperactive disorder,
ADHD, are using prescription medication
that is used to treat these conditions.
In a school where teachers and parents
pressure students to perform, students
often become overwhelmed. Many students
express that sitting through school all
day, in addition to having to concentrate
on homework and other responsibilities
after school, creates much stress in their
lives. While people deal with this stress in
many different ways, taking ADD or ADHD
medication that is not prescribed to them
has become increasingly popular. These
medications include Adderall, Ritalin,
Concerta, and Vyvanse.

Why do people take it?

. Some believe that they will help
alleviate the stress of school and help them
do better. Others take them because they
like the feeling the stimulant gives them.
Senior Aaron Smith* sells the medication to
a wide variety of people.
“Everyone buys them ranging from the
most decent people so they can take tests
better to pure druggies ,” said Smith.
Students often use the aid of these
prescription medications to do better on
high-pressure tests, like the ACT. Junior
Chad Glass* took Adderall before his first
ACT test.
“I was told that supposedly it would help
me concentrate,” said Glass. “I just took it in
the morning and it helped me concentrate
throughout the test and the rest of the day.”
After taking the medication several
times he realized it was really helping him.
He went to a doctor and got prescribed his
own dosage after finding out he actually
had ADD. Glass solely takes the Adderall to
help deal with the pressure from school.
“I do not believe that I would take Adderall
if there was not the pressure of college and
tests and doing well in school,” said Glass.
“If there was not so much pressure on
kids they would not take it because they
only take it to make themselves better as
students.”
Some students take ADD or ADHD
medication because they are overwhelmed
with all that they need to do.
“There is just so much I have to do and I
want to get it done quickly,” said senior Lily
Williams*. “I use it mostly on Sundays if I

have a lot of homework and other things to
get done.”

What are the health risks?

When the Omega interviewed Dr. Sheri
Evans, family and general practice physician
at Adventist Health Partners, she warned
that doctors individually dose ADD and
ADHD medications based on the response
to the medication, rather than the age
and weight of a person. Therefore, taking
medication that is prescribed to someone
else can be dangerous. Some side effects
include weight loss, hot flashes, insomnia,
decreased appetite, increased blood
pressure, rapid heart rate, and even heart
attack.
“However, even if you are prescribed
the medication there is the possibility
of getting these side effects,” said Evans.
“Taking prescription medication that is not
prescribed to you pretty much gives you
the risk of all the side effects without any

“

Students
don’t usually
equate these
medications as being
the same as marijuana or cocaine.

“

Alyssa Salela | Editor-in-Chief
Asal2624@csd99.org

-Associate Principal
Chuck Hiscock

benefits.”
Doctors know that abnormal chemicals
in the brain cause ADD and ADHD. If a
person does not have these abnormal
chemicals in their brain then the medication
will stimulate a brain that does not need the
stimulation.
Williams says that even though she takes
someone else’s medication and does not
have ADHHD the medication helps her.
“It helps keep me focus and motivated
and overall just puts me in a good mood,”
said Williams. “It helps me get things done
and be less stressed out about everything
that I have to do.”
Evans explains that if someone takes too
high a dosage of the medication it can have
the opposite of the desired effect.
“It will actually make stress level and
anxiety worse because your brain does
not need the stimulant,” said Evans.
“Because your brain is already functioning
properly the extra stimulation just causes
hyperactivity effects. In addition it can be
very addictive.”

What are the legal risks?

In addition to these negative health
consequences, there are consequences
for taking ADD and ADHD medication on
school property. For a first offense on school
property the offender would receive a ten
day suspension that can be reduced to five
days. In addition, the school would report
to the police because the law considers
this medication a controlled substance. On
the second offense the student would most
likely face expulsion.
“I do not think people realize how
serious it is,” said associate principal Dr.
Chuck Hiscock. “Students do not usually
equate these medications as being the
same as marijuana or cocaine, but they are
all controlled substances so we have to go
through the same procedure.”
While there have been some instances of
this at DGN the larger problem seems to lie
in colleges.
“We run into it occasionally,” said
Hiscock. “From what I hear it is a huge
problem on college campuses so I think
it will be a bigger problem in the future
at DGN.” There are legal consequences as
well for taking these medications illegally.
Former DGN student James Johnson*
recently was caught with 65 Adderall pills
in his college dorm. He was kicked out of
college and faces possible legal actions.
“I could be facing six to 30 years in jail
since it is a felony,” said Johnson. “Since I got
kicked out of school the police said I most
likely will not be brought back to relive it
because getting kicked out of school is a
consequence enough.”
Without a prescription ADD or ADHD is
a classification II controlled substance. This
means that it has a real medical use but is
likely to be abused. People caught with a
classification II controlled substance may
be fined or spend time in jail.

*Due to the sensitivity of these

articles, students
names have been
changed.

How often do you
cheat each month?
1-2 times -- 56%
3-4 times -- 5%
5-6 times -- 9%
7-8 times -- 0.7%
9+ times -- 3%
I have never
cheated -- 35%
Total that have
cheated -- 65%
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CHEAT SHEET
Two thirds of students admit to cheating
Holly Marcin | Editor-in-Chief
Hmar1574@csd99.org

According to an e-mailed Omega survey
of 446 students, 66% of the students
admitted to cheating regularly.
The student handbook defines cheating
as a student obtaining or assisting others
in obtaining credit for work that is not
his/her own.
The methods of cheating students
admitted to in the Omega survey included
using a Smartphone, looking up things
or using work from the internet, writing

the answers on a piece of paper or your
hand, copying another student’s answers,
using notes on a test, stealing the answers
to a test, and also putting notes into a
calculator.
“People don’t realize that just simply
using one of their friend’s answers is
cheating because everyone does it so
often,” said sophomore Sally Smith.*
“Everyone thinks of cheating as looking
at your neighbor’s paper during a test
and that is [cheating], but teachers count
so much more than that as cheating.

However, students, including myself,
that cheat or have cheated make it seem
acceptable. ”
In the survey conducted by The Omega,
93% of the students that cheat or have
cheated in the past were not caught.
Although consistent cheating in high
school can lead to permanent marks on a
high school transcript, if students plan on
attending college, academic dishonesty
has more serious repercussions consisting
of failure of a course, loss of a scholarship,
or possibly expulsion from the university
that the student attends.
*Due to the sensitivity of
these articles names have
been changed. In-
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PEER PRESSURE

Establish your own identity

Bri Smith | Sports Editor
bsmi2523@csd99.org

“Kelly tries to be supportive-squeezing her
drunken friends into her Geo Storm, even though she
remembers times her passengers wouldn’t talk to
her the morning after.” In this story, told in the article
“Teens Get Real,” published in U.S News & World Report, April 17, 2000, Kelly is a real girl, struggling with
the familiar issue of negative peer pressure, but Kelly
appears capable of staying sober despite her friends’
unfortunate choices.
According to U.S News & World Report (2000), “the
teen as outcast captures the popular imagination; the
sullen, secretive loner, sulking in his basement room,
or the angry, out-of-control rebel, experimenting with
sex, drugs, and rock-and-roll.”
I choose to offer other scenarios, scenarios that
paint the teen as a strong individual with a solid
identity, teens like Kelly. Yes, teens can set individual
goals aside from their peers and, believe it or not, can
rise from the ashes of peer pressure to make positive,
individual choices.
I have witnessed this myself.
In a 2003 study published in Teens & Alcohol
(2004), the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse
reported that “the most reliable predictor of youth’s
drinking behavior is the drinking behavior of his or
her friends.”
A similar study reported in Statistics in Brief
(1997), suggested that “students who spent time with
those interested in delinquent activities were less
likely to experience success in school.”
As a teen, I find these and similar studies depressing and disheartening. Such studies lead one to believe adolescents are doomed if they just so happen to
end up with the “wrong friends.” One could infer from
these studies that teens lack minds of their own and
will more than likely fall prey to their friends’ poor
choices.
U.S. News & World Report (2000) affirmed that
today’s teens are, indeed, exposed to a higher-level
of “cultural negativity” and Robert Blum, a pediatrics

professor, stated that “their exposure to risks is far
beyond what other generations have dealt with,” but,
despite these negative pressures, Blum went on to
conclude that “the majority of kids cope successfully
with these stresses.”
Teen arrests, drug use, teen pregnancy, and school
dropout rates are down (2000). Jim Wright, coordinator of the youth alcohol program at the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, contributed these
positive statistics to “the young people themselves,”
making these behaviors “socially unacceptable.”
In addition, organizations like SADD were cited as
helping students deal with negative peer pressure.
At DGN, organizations exist that can help students
handle negative pressure.
For example, the J. Kyle Braid organization and
Snowball train teens, specifically, for leadership roles.
Members of the J. Kyle Braid group attend a ranch in
Colorado for intense training and preparation to counteract the negative effects of peer pressure.
Snowball, a district activity I attended, along with
over 400 other students between DGN and DGS, encourages teens to make good choices in spite of what
their peer groups may be doing or saying. During the
two day retreat, students gave strong testimonies
about peers and loved ones making bad choices, but
they themselves vowed to be different.
Everyday stories of teens standing up to peer pressure are apparent and more pervasive than some of
the research might portray.
Teens surround me who do not hesitate to disagree
with their best friends when it comes to shall we say,
substance abuse or excessive “partying.”
Eighteen-year-old Kelly Standiford’s story was
shared in U.S. News & World Report as an example
of someone who organizes additional activities for
herself while her friends “plot a weekend of partying
to celebrate graduation.”
Along with Kelly, Stephen Reyes, 18, was cited in
the article as choosing to focus on school and college
despite his older brother’s failure to pass ninth grade.
Aja Cayetano, 17, shared her story of gang membership in her early teens until she decided to take a
different path, running the Street Survival Project in
her community.
These stories, in addition to my personal observations, demonstrate the exceptions to the negative
statistics on peer pressure.
As a student, all I need to do is look to our own
schools organizations and student population to find
real-world proof that young adults have a pulse, a
heartbeat and, most importantly, a mind of their own.

Procrastination

Seems like a good idea but just stresses out self and others

Margaret Gibbons | Photography Editor
mgib1552@csd99.org

Head bent down, pen flying, furiously scribbling
away answers, hoping to be at least half right.
These actions indicate a stressed procrastinator.
Teenagers, including myself, find there is never
enough time. We make commitments to AP classes,
sports teams, clubs and friends.
We do the most important things and delay whatever else needs to be done.
We make excuses.
We say, “I’ll get it done later” because we find it
easier to push something undesirable off.
More often than not, by waiting to do an assignment or paper, we create stress, becoming miserable
in the process as we frantically use the morning time
or pull all-nighters to finish what we’re required to.
Many people claim to have the ability to procras-

tinate and still get good grades, but they suffer a
heavier burden as they race the clock to finish their
work at the end.
As a life-long procrastinator, I’ve discovered that
the longer I procrastinate something, the less likely
I am to want to do it and the more pressure I feel
when it needs to be done.
So I find myself at the last possible minute,
overwhelmed and deprived of time. As this urgency
amplifies, in a state of panic, I lose my determination.
The cycle repeats.
Students are not the only ones impacted by the
stress of procrastination.
Teachers scramble to grade stacks of papers
before grades are due as students turn in late work,
attempting to compensate for the time students
wasted and to change their Ds to a passing grade.
This is because they are able to empathize with
how often we tend to over-schedule ourselves.
Though as a procrastinator, I am extremely grateful
for this leniency, I find that I transfer the stress of my
late work to my teachers who have to grade it.
Their generosity enables students that put off
their assignments to create stacks of missing work
for these teachers.
We put work off to alleviate the stress of the present but as the future draws nearer, we find ourselves
with even much or more stress.

Breaking birth
order expectations

Lanie Maresh | News Editor
emar2242@csd99.org

The oldest child is the smartest. Middle children
are always forgotten. The youngest is usually a spoiled
brat.
Birth order and their expectations play a key role in
the personality and cognitive level of a child, but pressure from parents plays a key role as well.
Birth order research and observation has been
studied all the way in 1908 by Australian doctor Alfred
Adler. He created the birth order theory that initiated
the stereotypes of oldest, middle, youngest, and only
children.
According to his theory, the oldest feels pressure
from parents of having to “set a good example” for
younger siblings be a leader according to Teen Health
and Wellness website.
“I am expected to do a lot around the house with
mostly the laundry and doing the dishes,” said eldest
sibling and senior Aidan Kolar. “Usually my parents
will tell both my younger brother, Brendan, and I to do
something, and I will do it and Brendan will go his own
way and forget to do it. That is probably why they usually ask me to do things first instead of him.”
Brendan Kolar was not available for questioning.
Depending on the family environment, parents do
not always put the most pressure on the first born
child.
“I have the highest expectations for myself on what
I can do to get good grades,” senior and oldest child
Lindsay Henry said. “I wanted to prove myself since I
can’t control I didn’t grow up with a dad, and I know
that this is the only thing I can control.”
Parents expect middle children to step up and hold
extra responsibilities at home, especially if an older sibling leaves for college or are no longer living at home
with the rest of the family.
“I’m the oldest at home so a lot of things fall to my
responsibility since my older sister Emma left for
college,” said senior and middle child Cora Webster. “I
help plan a dinner every night, do my own laundry, and
clean up around the house when I can is expected of
me too.”
Sophomore Sarah Henry grew up with Lindsay
Henry as the youngest child until her sister Kira was
born last fall. As a result, Sarah Henry has experienced
being both a youngest child and now a middle child.
According to the 2007 CNN article “Does Birth Order
Matter? What Every Parent Needs to Know, middle children often have to live under the shadow, and because
of it, are prone to rebelliousness and competitiveness.
“Every teacher I have that Lindsay has had will have
a certain expectation for the Henry girls,” said middle
child Sarah Henry. “They all expect Lindsay and I to be
the same grade wise, but we aren’t.”
As noted in another Teen Health and Wellness article, “Birth Order,” parents usually dote on the youngest because they are the last child and are the baby of
the family.
“It was nice growing up. My mom would check my
homework and make a big effort to have a relationship
with my teachers,” said Sarah Henry. “I used to be the
baby and now I have to help more with family.”
Some parents make an effort to treat their children
equally and stray away from birth order stereotypes.
“My parents really have the same expectations for all
of us,” said Anna Webster. “They want us to be successful and do our best in school and in our adulthood.”

